
Increasing 
Restaurant 
Profitability
12 ways to increase your  
restaurant's bottom line.



Today’s restaurants face many challenges. With increasing food and labor costs, greater 

competition for customers, and legislation such as the menu-labeling requirements from 

the FDA, it can seem impossible for your restaurant to get — and stay — profitable. 

Layer in the growing and influential world of social media and online reviews (which demand a flawless customer 

experience), and the need to look at environmental issues and sustainability, your quest to increase your restaurant’s 

bottom line becomes a daunting one.

Operating a lucrative restaurant requires that you examine opportunities to:

• Increase efficiency – Where can you reduce administrative time? How can you streamline processes?

• Increase sales – Which promotions are working? How can you improve the customer experience?

• Reduce costs – What are your areas of expenditure? How can reduce or offset these costs?

For each of the above, it’s important to consider two main areas of opportunity for increasing profit:

• Product – This includes everything you order to run your restaurant and serve your customers.

• Workforce – Your team’s goal is to deliver excellent customer experiences and drive sales and repeat visits. 

Workforce includes all labor in your restaurant, from managers, to servers, to back-of-house staff.

Introduction
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Knowing your objectives and having an idea where to look to make improvements 
are good first steps. This guide outlines actions you can take to run your 
restaurant more efficiently. From managing inventory and engineering your menu 
to engaging employees and optimizing schedules, here are twelve ways to grow 
your restaurant’s bottom line.

Product Opportunities

There are several ways you can create efficiencies and reduce costs of products 
purchased for your establishment.

1. Manage Waste.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture estimates food waste in the United States to 
be about 30 to 40 percent of the food supply, and restaurants are responsible for 
22 tons of wasted food annually1. Food waste in a restaurant happens for a variety 
of reasons including out-of-date stock that needs to be thrown away, dropped or 
spilled items, and food left on the plate by a customer.

1  https://www.nrdc.org/sites/default/files/wasted-2017-report.pdf

Start Tracking Waste to Identify Where Savings Can Be Made. 

Perhaps a dish on your menu is regularly unfinished by customers, suggesting that the portion size could be 
too large. Do you find you are frequently throwing away a specific ingredient, because it’s expiring before 
you can use it? Perhaps too much is being ordered. By gaining a good understanding of exactly where and 
why food is being wasted, you can identify solutions and see where changes (and savings) can be made.

Take the Guesswork out of the Popularity of Your Menu Items. 

Learn what’s selling and what isn’t with reliable reporting. Understanding the relative popularity of menu items and 
plotting them against their profitability can reveal the sweet spots — the dishes that your customers love that also turn 

 a profit. 

Tight control over your stocking policy will ensure that there is a close connection between sales and 
purchasing. Sites should only be able order products that go into dishes that are actually on the current 

menu. Procurement technology virtually eliminates rogue purchasing.
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2. Engineer Recipes and Menus.

The food you're serving and the menus you create need to drive and deliver 
profitability. Menu engineering is the process of creating a collection of recipes 
to form a menu for your business, while accounting for potential costs, waste, 
sales and profitability. Automating this process and moving it from manual 
spreadsheets to a menu-engineering tool supports increased profitability.

Ensure Profitable Menus.

Gain an understanding of which items are your best sellers and which items give you the most profit—and learn how 
increases in ingredient prices will impact your menu. By examining your menus and how they are performing, and using 
“what if” scenario building to see what impact changes might have before you make them, you can identify areas where 
savings and improvements can be made.

Performing a historical sales-mix analysis allows you to create restaurant menus and recipes that are not 
only popular with your customers, but also profitable for your business. 

See the Impact of Changing Ingredients.

With the right system, your chefs will be able to see how different options will affect the cost to create dishes, and 
the respective margins that can be achieved. This allows them to develop delicious dishes that also make 
commercial sense.

Another common mistake is creating a recipe with an ingredient that isn’t used anywhere else on your menu. 
Using an unusual ingredient in only one dish on your menu guarantees waste unless the dish sells out.

Give Customers What They Need to Know.

Once you have your menu set, you need to make sure that the information is available to your prospective 
guests. Menu publishing improves the customer experience by providing everything they want to know, 
including nutrition and allergen information. Visiting websites and apps is an essential part of deciding 
where to eat out, and automating the publishing of menus to websites and apps helps you attract 
potential guests and builds confidence in your brand. 
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3. Manage inventory.

Following labor, food and beverage is the highest cost in a hospitality business’s 
P&L — so properly managing stock or inventory is an essential part of every 
operation. You need to know what you’ve bought, what’s been delivered, what 
you’ve returned, and what has sold. Good stock accounting should also link 
to invoice and credit management, so you can understand the value of your 
inventory at any given time, with precise numbers for cost of sales, profit  
and revenue.

Buy Only What You Need.

Build accurate forecasts, supported by precise stock counts, and integrate with POS feeds to make sure you connect 
back-office activity with front-of-house demands. When building forecasts, it’s not enough to just look 
at recent trends and the same-day last year. You should also take into consideration upcoming weather 
forecasts and any local or national events, and how these affect your business. It’s also a good idea to 
report stock accounting on a weekly basis. A fully-integrated system can deliver fast and accurate reports 
and produce an efficient, accurate stock valuation for each of your restaurant’s locations.

Eliminate Paper Processes.

Stock accounting traditionally depends on manual processes, which are often inaccurate. This makes it virtually 

impossible to identify variances and to measure the real performance of a venue. With a mobile counting app, 

there’s no need to print count sheets and re-key data. Staff can take inventory even when there’s no 

mobile signal: the data is uploaded to the system once they’re back on the network. Eliminating manual 

re-keying and data transfer (not to mention removing the potential for error with misread handwriting) 

helps eliminate error.
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4. Optimize Purchasing.

As a restaurant, the goods you purchase are a direct reflection of your business. 
Your purchases should be high quality items, delivered on time, and in the 
quantities you need — all within your pricing agreements.

Do Away with Rogue Purchasing.

It’s common for restaurants to make ad-hoc purchases from multiple local suppliers rather than weekly orders from a 
smaller number of key, approved suppliers. Ad-hoc purchasing is more expensive and it means that you are missing out 
on potential rebates when spending thresholds are met, or bulk pricing opportunities. It also increases the likelihood 
that duplicated orders will be placed, increasing your waste, and denting your bottom line.

• Enact a process that ensures purchases are made from approved vendors.

• Use procurement technology to lock down supplier lists, ensuring that all sites can only purchase from specified 
companies. 

• Use your ordering system to set the supplier delivery schedule, so that any order 
placed outside the schedule is rejected. 

Eliminate Paper from the Entire Purchase-to-pay Process.

Use automated 3-way invoice matching to eliminate paper-based manual processes. This will ensure that you are only 
paying for exactly what you ordered — and what has actually been delivered. Checking that the details on the invoice 
match the original order and the goods-received note will make sure that you’re not paying for errors.

Automated 3-way invoice matching highlights any differences between the three sources of information 
(original order, goods received note, and invoice), allowing you to manage invoices by exception, 
rather than having to review every single one individually. This saves you time, and catches errors 
early—while there is still time to address them.
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5. Manage Vendors.

It’s important to choose the right vendors and negotiate good purchasing deals 
with them. It’s just as important to manage the ongoing relationship, to make sure 
all parties are communicating and working together toward common goals. 

Establishing business partnerships means working together in trust and good 
faith. Once your vendors are invested in your success, you can work to ensure you 
are receiving the best pricing for the contracted products and services.

Workforce Opportunities

Labor spend is one of the largest costs associated with a hospitality business. It 
is also an area of great opportunity: streamlining your administrative tasks and 
optimizing and empowering your workforce can have a significant impact on  
your profitability. 

6. Reduce HR Administration.

Reducing time spent on administrative efforts yields big rewards in productivity. 

Get Visibility into Vendor Performance.

Track how your vendors are performing by viewing balanced scorecards to learn which vendors are 
consistently late or delivering poor-quality products, and which are exceeding expectations. This 
knowledge can help build better customer-vendor relationships, and highlights opportunities to share 
feedback or, if necessary, find alternative vendors.

Ensure Systems Have Full, Robust Integration. 

Starting with automated onboarding (which supports fast creation of employee records), an integrated workforce 
management solution with robust employee self-service interface can save your managers and staff a lot of time.

Ensuring your systems seamlessly share data eliminates the time and errors of manual re-keying. Compliance 
with federal and state regulations is also straightforward to manage with an effective system that can handle 
hospitality’s challenging wage and working-hour requirements. Records become more accurate, KPIs are 
available at a glance and compliance is continuously monitored.
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7. Empower Employees with Employee Self-service.

Where employees once relied on their manager or the HR department to 
coordinate a multitude of tasks, employee self-service (or ESS) lets them use 
their phone, tablet or laptop to get things done directly. Things like updating their 
personal information, viewing schedules and paychecks, and requesting vacation, 
become simple and fast. 

ESS streamlines PTO requests, and allows employees to set periods of 
unavailability, which reduces the time taken to create, revise, and confirm a 
schedule. Employees can see their payroll history on their mobile device, and 
can view their shifts as set and approved without having to ask. ESS helps staff 
feel more empowered and autonomous, speeds up communication, and enables 
knowledge to be shared more effectively, ultimately increasing job satisfaction. 

ESS is suitable for businesses of all sizes. When it’s successfully implemented, it 
can almost instantly increase productivity and efficiency.

Outsource HR Management.

Managing the ever-growing complexity of today’s HR responsibilities can be a huge challenge, and drain resources 
that should be focused on growth. Outsourcing HR management can help contain costs, reduce employee-related 
tasks and relieve administrative burden, freeing up time for your teams to focus on the areas of the business 
that generate revenue.
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8. Optimize Schedules.

The science of scheduling is about deploying the right people at the right place at 
the right time in order to drive profit, cut costs and please customers. Operators 
often create schedules using instinct and habits. While not bad practice, this 
method misses the data analysis, the science, and the rules necessary to ensure 
consistency and compliance. 

Integrated systems provide the tools you need to accurately forecast staff levels 
and to deliver important savings. These systems allow you to better plan your 
budget. With the right system, employee hours are more accurately tracked to 
ensure that pay reflects only hours actually worked. You’ll also find that when 
using a system that accurately tracks hours, lateness is dramatically cut and 
unauthorized absences are reduced.

Know Exactly Whom You Need When and Where.

Have an accurate forecast of items you’ll sell through the week, based on year-on-year analysis as well as 
recent trends, weather forecasts and local events. By understanding demand, you can design schedules more 
effectively. This will reduce your overall labor costs and provide more opportunities for additional sales — all of 
which is good for the bottom-line.

Ensure Full Staffing to Meet Demand. 

Look at workload by area and type, and by how much each team member can handle in a single time slot. This 
helps you realize all sales opportunities and create happier teams with more balanced workloads. With the right 
number of team members in place, the business is poised for success with increased customer satisfaction and 
increased sales.

Proactively Manage Paid Time off (PTO) and Absences.

Get the right systems in place to properly record employees’ time off and calculate the associated costs. By 
understanding your team’s availability and required time off, you’ll always stay compliant with legislation, while 
being able to staff accordingly. And by always keeping unexcused absence records up-to-date, you’ll be able to 
manage underperforming team members.
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9. Ensure Accurate Payroll.

Payroll accuracy impacts your business in many ways. From maintaining employee 
goodwill to avoiding fines for non-compliance to federal mandates, improperly 
managing payroll can cost you time, productivity and money.

Leverage Integrated Systems.

These systems allow you to accurately manage pay scales according to minimum-wage requirements. Starting with the 
onboarding process, key employee data needs to be input only once, helping employers meet legislative requirements more 
easily, while cutting back on the administrative workload. 

All information is complete and visible to managers and central teams with permission-based access and is fully 
reportable for internal management and audit purposes. In addition, having a single stream of data flowing from 
HR to schedule to payroll minimizes the risk of errors and paying people the wrong amount. 

Make Sure You Are Meeting Minimum Wage and ACA Requirements. 

With 29 states and 41 cities having their own minimum wages in excess of the federal rate, it can be confusing to manage 
payroll. An integrated system that includes these wage requirements is a  
useful tool. 

More than ever, restaurant operators need accurate back-office data to be available quickly and easily in order to stay on top 
of ACA guidelines. Employee ACA status depends entirely on their schedule. If an employee is hired as part-
time, the manager must ensure the hours match that status.  Technology can play a key role when it comes 
to ACA compliance to prevent overscheduling of part-time employees, and to flag potential overages when 
rearranging or swapping shifts.

Outsource Payroll to Hospitality Experts.

Just like HR management, outsourcing payroll removes administrative burden from your teams. The 
organization you outsource to must be well versed in all aspects of payroll for the hospitality sector, so they 
understand nuances like multiple employments, varying pay rates, variable hours and temporary staff, and how 
that impacts your business 
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10. Engage Employees.

With the time and effort it takes to recruit and train a new team member, it’s easy 
to see the financial impact of high turnover rates. Retaining your top talent is more 
important than ever, and the key to retention is engaging your workforce.

At best, disengaged employees will simply turn up and do the job on a day-to-
day basis. At worst, they’ll be a negative influence on other members of staff and 
negatively impact customer experience.

Engaged employees are more productive, less likely to be absent, and of course, 
less likely to leave. They go the extra mile for guests, become brand ambassadors, 
brainstorm and share ideas, give feedback openly to help your business thrive, 
and feel a sense of achievement from their work.

Companies that address employee engagement see customer satisfaction rise 
10% and sales grow by 20% on average, The Gallup Blog reported in 2017. And, 
because they’re receiving a better service, customers are more likely to spend 
more and become repeat customers, which further helps your bottom line.

Other Opportunities

11. Use Analytics to Learn More about Your Business  
and Your Customers. 

Leading operators need access to data that provides clear insight into people 
operations, purchasing processes, and financial performance, and that integrates 
with external factors. The difficulty that most face is successfully bringing this data 
together and creating something actionable from it.

Start by gaining an understanding of performance against key metrics. Use 
dashboards to support better and faster decision-making. If set up and configured 
correctly, these dashboards will help your business more accurately  
predict outcomes.

Harnessing the power of all your data from an integrated system marks a shift 
from analyzing the past to forecasting the future. Adding a hospitality-specific 
analytics solution with pre-built dashboards and reports to existing IT systems 
is cost-effective and gives you almost immediate access to evidence and insight 
you need to cut costs, improve efficiency, enhance customer satisfaction and 
boost the bottom-line. And you’ll still retain the flexibility to add in any additional 
dashboards and reports you require, for even greater insight.
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12. Leverage Technology.

In today’s day and age, you have a wealth of tools to use to help you run your 
businesses more effectively — eliminating error-prone manual processes, 
collecting and sharing data, and speeding analysis. With the unique challenges of 
the hospitality industry (and restaurants, in particular), it can seem overwhelming 
to find a solution that meets your complex requirements. 

Select a Solution Tailored to Your Specific Needs.

Make sure the solution you purchase includes a number of different elements, so that you can grow with it and add 
functionality as your operations expand. Modules you should look for include:

• Purchase-to-Pay and Inventory, including purchasing, invoice processing, recipe and menu engineering, nutritional and 
menu publishing, and inventory management. 

• Workforce Management, including applicant tracking, HR and onboarding, workforce planning and 
scheduling, integrated payroll and benefits services, and employee engagement.

• Analytics, including integration with POS systems and third-party applications.

Make Sure Your Solution Can Integrate with Your Financial Systems and POS.

Your data should be sent directly from local operational systems to central financial systems without requiring manual input. 
This includes everything from register records to payroll information to invoices.

An effective integrated system provides a two-way interface between local and central departments, so reliable 
information is coded and shared correctly across all departments and sites. When all systems are working 
together, gaining insight into how your business is really performing is simple. 
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Questions? 

Call us at +1.877.539.5156 
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Conclusion

With all the demands of running your restaurant, you’ve got a lot on your plate 
— taking these steps will help you simplify and improve your profitability. Once 
you’re set up to leverage your data and apply analytics, there is even more 
opportunity for you to generate savings by increasing efficiencies and reducing 
costs.

With all of your data in one place, you can have full visibility that will translate to 
better-informed decisions. A complete view of your purchasing and inventory 
data and financial performance allows you to understand your highest 
performing dishes, your best days, and much more. Bringing in data from 
other applications can deliver even deeper insights. Armed with that data, 
operators gain new power to learn about customer behavior, identify areas for 
improvement, and make positive changes.

About Fourth 

Fourth provides end-to-end, best-in-class technology and services for the 
restaurant and hospitality industries. Their supply chain, and workforce 
management solutions, coupled with the industry's most complete data and 
analytics suite, give operators the actionable insights they need to control 
costs, scale profitability, improve employee engagement, and maintain 
compliance. Since its merger with US-based HotSchedules, Fourth serves more 
than 7,000 customers across 120,000 locations globally.
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